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1. Noun

2. Person

3. Person

4. Animal Plural

5. Person

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Adjective

9. Verb Present Tense Modifying A Noun

10. Noun

11. Person

12. Verb Past Tense

13. Person

14. Verb Present Ends In Ing

15. Verb Ending In S Modifying A Noun

16. Noun

17. Verb Ending In S Modifying A Noun

18. Noun Plural

19. Adjective

20. Noun Plural

21. Person

22. Person

23. Person
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24. Person

25. Noun



Harold

If you're going to create a Noun , it's probably best not to make it after somebody you dislike. When

Person and Person take Animal plural out to pasture, they stay and tend to them for a

couple of months. One day, they get incredibly bored and decide to make a scarecrow fashioned after

Person , a Noun they both despise. Every day they take the Noun out with them to the

field, talk with it and joke around. When they were feeling mean, they Adjective verb present tense 

modifying a noun the scarecrow and smeared Noun all over him. One day, Person

Verb Past Tense . It frightened the men, but after a few days, things went back to normal. Well, kind of. The

friends begin to notice Person Verb Present ends in ING , and one evening the scarecrow

verb ending in s modifying a noun out of the Noun and verb ending in s modifying a noun onto the roof.

The men decide to take the Noun Plural back to the valley, except they forget their Adjective

Noun Plural . Afraid to go back, they draw straws, and Person is the loser. Person keeps

going, but when he turns back to see if Person is anywhere behind him, he only sees Person

putting a Noun on the hut's roof to dry in the sun.
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